
Outreach and Research



Thinking Schools not School

Learning from one 

another is 

something we hold 

dear at GW

We have taken 

advantage of the 

“open door” nature 

of the network and 

in turn have 

opened our doors 

to others



Early field trips
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In 2014 a number of GW 

staff visited established 

Thinking Schools in Kent 

and Southampton to be 

inspired, ask questions 

and align themselves to 

the vision



Opening our doors

The following schools have visited GW since 2014 as part of an 
on-going partnership of improvement in delivering Thinking 

- Leaf and Oak Academy (Bournemouth)

- Bournemouth Collegiate School (Bournemouth)

- Twynham Junior School (Bournemouth)

- Portsmouth Academy (Portsmouth and part of TSAT)

- Leventhorpe Academy (Hertfordshire)

- Ljan School (Oslo)

- Haslund School (Oslo)

- St.George’s International School (Switzerland)
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Examples of Letters post visit
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Local Training

Members of GW staff have provided local training for:
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In collaboration with 

Kestrel Education, GW 

Science staff ran a one 

day workshop on 

“Thinking Differently 

about Science” which 

received excellent 

feedback



Local Training

Members of GW staff have provided local training for:
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Oak / Leaf Academy 

Twilight sessions on staff on building 

creativity into the curriculum and 

developing Ryan’s Thinkers Keys as a tool



Local Training
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This is an INSET session that Richard Coe and Matthew Cooper ran 

for Bournemouth Collegiate School January 2015.

“thanks so much for the training – the feedback from the staff has 

been fantastic” (Helen Pike, Deputy Head)



County –wide training
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Our Vice Principal was asked by Dorset council and 

Budmouth College to present two workshops on Thinking 

Skills. Again the feedback was excellent



National Training 

GW Staff have provided training to schools beyond Dorset:
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This workshop at 

Maidstone Grammar 

School for Girls was 

designed to help 

develop their 

understanding of 

Edward de Bono 

techniques

“This was a well 

received and well 

delivered training 

session. Thank you!”

(Mrs Z Harris 

Assistant Head)

“



National Training
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Our Vice Principal was invited to Weald of Kent Grammar 

School  in conjunction with Thinking Schools International to 

train staff in Edward de Bono techniques and deliver a key 

note on embedding habits of mind
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National Training
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Two members 

of GW Staff 

trained the 

wonderful 

teachers at 

Leventhorpe

Academy in 

Thinking 

maps and 

Visual Tools

One thing I do know is that the year 11 class that tested thinking maps on and made it 
integral to the revision process . The results were my best ever and probably strongest in 
the school. That has given me lots more credibility with the TSI process. 
Dave Harvey Assistant Head, Leventhorpe



National Presentations

GW staff have attended and presented at the National 
Thinking Schools Conference every year since 2013. 

This is an incredibly rich opportunity to collaborate 
internally and externally and has become an integral 
part of our development program

Over the last 3 years we have invited a brand new 
member of staff (not starting until following 
September) to come to the conference and be part of 
the planning for the following year – this helps them in 
terms of understanding the ethos of a Thinking School 
but equally is part of a longer term sustainability 
program
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National Presentations

2013 – Habits of Mind for beginners and Creative Thinking

2014 – Starting to Think and Thinking Tools for Leadership

2015 – Developing Independent Learners and Punk Learning

2016 – Developing Independent Learners and Punk Learning

2017 – Making Thinking Visible, Thinking Tools for Leadership and 
Developing a Growth Mindset

Richard Coe has led on many of these sessions but Robert Hilton, 
Danielle Fisher and Penny Day have also presented at this 
prestigious conference
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National Evaluations

Dear Richard

I have been through the evaluations and as usual your workshops 
were a great success.

For the Making Thinking Visible   ten delegates rated the 
workshop as Excellent, two as Good and one as Satisfactory (I 
think this person needs re-educating!)

For the Tools for Leadership workshop eleven people rated it as 
Excellent two as Good and one as Satisfactory.

Thank you for all your help and for helping to make the 
conference such a success.

Richard Cummins (CEO Thinking Schools International)
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International outreach

GW staff have been fortunate enough to go to both Norway and 
Switzerland as part of their Thinking Schools Journey.
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St George’s International School, Switzerland

We were asked to train a driving team with the field guide 
“Growing Thinking Schools from the Inside Out” and “Thinking 
maps” in May 2015. This was then followed up with “Thinking 
Maps” training for the whole staff in August 2015. 
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Positive response from St.George’s
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Norway 
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In January 2016, Richard 

Coe our Vice Principal was 

invited to Oslo, Norway.

On Day One, Richard 

trained 3 primary schools in 

using Ryan’s Thinker’s 

Keys and developing 

creativity in lessons.

On Day Two, he led a 

whole day training with 

Oslo Adult Education 

Centre on 4 sessions linked 

to Thinking Schools: A 

Thought-full curriculum, 

Questioning, Creativity and 

practical use of Visual 

Mapping



International Conference @GW

To maximise the visit from both St.George’s and Norway 
Schools to the Swindon Conference in 2016, we invited 
staff from 3 local schools to join us at Glenmoor and 
Winton for a further 2 day conference in June 2016. 

This was a unique and exciting opportunity to bring 
local schools and International schools together and 
share best practice.

Exeter University were invited but sadly were unable to 
join us. Nick Symes from Thinking Schools International 
did join us in our celebration of thinking.
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Attendees

Inaugural Anglo-European thinking conference 2016 

Attendees: 
Glenmoor and Winton Academies Ben Antell, Principal 

Richard Coe, Vice Principal 
Matthew Cooper, Lead Practitioner 
Joe Sirodcar, Literacy Coordinator 
Rob Hilton, SMSC Coordinator 

Portsmouth Academy for Girls Natalie Sheppard, Principal 

LEAF Academy  Steph Ross, Literacy Coordinator 

Hallergabaken Merete Mohn, Head Teacher 

Anna Lekse, Deputy Head Teacher 
Ljan Annette Haslund, Head Teacher 

Wanja Werp, Teacher 

Siri Follerås, Teacher 

Eva Vangen, Activity school (out of hours) 
Seterbraten Rehana Quereshi, Deputy head 

Vibeke Viken, Teacher 
St.George’s International School Siobhan Mcloughlin, Cognitive Education 

Coordinator 
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International Conference images
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Benjamin Antell, 

Principal of 

Glenmoor and 

Winton Academies 

welcomes delegates 

and talks through the 

last 3 years at GW 

and how Thinking 

Schools have been 

an integral part of 

the school’s rapid 

journey of 

improvement



International Conference images
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Students from Glenmoor and Winton present on the 

impact of Thinking Tools on their learning.



International Conference Images
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Three leaders from 3 schools in 3 different countries lead on an area of 

excellence in their own schools and share with all delegates



International Conference Images
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Fallout 

celebration

Using 

Yellow Hats 

of course!



Hi Richard,

I hope you have had a nice vacation. In Norway our students 
starts on Monday, but we, the leadership, have been back at 
work for two weeks now.

Thank you for a fantastic visit at your school in June. We were 
very impressed by the work you've done

Anna Lekse, Assistant Principal, Hallergabaken Skole
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Hi Richard,

Thank you so much for your generosity this week - I really 
enjoyed my time at Glenmoor and with the other delegates.

Natalie Sheppard, Principal Portsmouth Academy
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Publications

In 2014 our Vice Principal Richard Coe was published in 

Pathways to Thinking Schools (ed Hyerle.D, Alper.L), Corwin, 
2014

Richard wrote the Chapter SCHOOL

Richard has also recently produced a number of videos for 
Thinking Schools International as part of their new website and 
has been previously published in both SecEd and Teaching Drama
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Research

There are currently X members of GW staff working alongside 
Exeter University on the RAP (Research Action Project)

Working alongside Thomas Ralph, GW staff are focusing on the 
following areas:

 Charly Barrett– Parental Engagement

 Chantelle Williams-Herridge – Using a flipped classroom 
approach in y7

 Rob Hilton / Patrick Thorne – Memory and how students learn

 Lucinda – Does having 1:1 peripatetic lessons improve 
behaviour, attendance & attainment
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